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a popular science fiction novel, an imperial affliction is a story about a
young cancer patient, hazel grace lancaster, and a young cancer patient,
gus waters, who live in the same town. they meet and fall in love. original
post: an imperial affliction an imperial affliction contains numerous quotes
from the book an imperial affliction by peter van houten (which is not an
actual book, by the way). these quotes are reprinted below with permission
from john green. an imperial affliction is a collection of 15 essays by peter
van houten about imaginary books. the first essay is about writing the
imaginary book itself, the second is about the writing of the first book, the
oxford book of air. an imperial affliction is filled with practical advice for
writing imaginary books. in addition to these 15 essays, the oxford book of
air includes three more essays about writing imaginary books. while i don't
recommend buying the imaginary book, i do recommend buying the oxford
book of air. the oxford book of air is a collection of 15 essays by peter van
houten about imaginary books. an imperial affliction, written in 1962, was
van houten's very first book. van houten, who was born in harlem, new
york, was a world traveler at the time he wrote the book. he had been
sailing the world in the 1930s, spending time in asia, australia, and the
caribbean. this is evident in van houten's use of colloquialisms and slang
from those regions. the book also features a lot of cultural references, some
of which will be familiar to fans of john green. for example, the epigraph to
the book and the title itself is a play on the name of the late american poet
walt whitman and the term a certain slant of light. the book is set in a
dystopian futuristic society where the van houtens are among the few
remaining biological humans. the society is governed by the patriarchal
dynasty, where the patriarch of the dynasty rules over the entire world. the
patriarch's son is expected to inherit the throne and become the next
patriarch. but the son is unable to do so because of his mental instability.
thus, there is an open monarchy where the current patriarch rules until his
son becomes of age.
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a few years ago, john green was in a bad car accident. it was the kind of
injury that required a long recovery and caused him to spend time in bed.

in that time he wrote an imperial affliction, which is in many ways a story of
recovery. in this respect, an imperial affliction is a book about the author's

life. the author of the book finds his parents' divorce particularly painful
because they had a pre-marital contract. the author finds it even more

difficult to forgive his parents because they engaged in adultery. he writes
this book about his life, a life with many dark shadows in it. even though

the story is about a girl with cancer, john green talks about what it is like to
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come to terms with one's own sin. it's a book about sin, and it's one of the
most important books john green has ever written. green has said he has

been reading an imperial affliction since he was 13 years old, and he
admitted that it heavily inspired his debut novel, the wonderful, and

heartbreakingly funny, the fault in our stars. the books a good bit like, the
second one picks up right after the first one, and they follow the lives of two

teens who fall in love in hazel graces own words, as if they were in love
themselves. but their paths are drastically different: hazel is diagnosed with

cancer and he has to survive, while augustus is given three years to live,
but he doesnt exactly die. and because of his cancer, he develops cancer in
his brain and all of a sudden his short amount of time on earth is going by
much faster than it was before. he starts wanting to die and he ends up

hanging himself in the end, but before he dies he manages to meet
someone else that has cancer, who isnt as lucky as him, and doesnt really

want to die, and he helps her live a little longer. 5ec8ef588b
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